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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Normal health is state of complete physical, mental and
social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.
Assessment of functional exercise capacity has gained importance in
evaluation. Timed walking tests are widely used to evaluate functional
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exercise performance. The ability to walk for a distance is a quick,
easy, and inexpensive way to assess the physical function and also an
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important component of quality of life as it reflects the ability to
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undertake day-to-day activities. According to the American Thoracic
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weight can affect 6-minute walk distance independently. So while
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measuring the distance these things should be considered and taken
into account. This study was attempted to find association between six
minute walk distance with different body mass index in healthy young

adults. Objective: To find the association of different body mass index (Normal – group A,
Underweight – group B and Overweight – group C) with six minute walk distance in healthy
young individuals. Method: Ethic’s approval and written informed consent of the subjects
was taken prior to study. Procedure and purpose of the study was explained to the
participants. In this study male & female between age group of 18 to 24 years who were
willing to provide informed consent and medically fit for testing procedure were included.
Any presence of musculoskeletal, neuromuscular and cardiovascular problems, and doing
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significant physical daily acidities (i.e. yoga, aerobics, pranayama, gym activity, etc.) were
excluded. Outcome measure was Six minute walk Distance. (Distance covered during six
minute walk test) Result: When the whole data was analyzed it was found that BMI is weak
negatively correlated with 6MWD. And statistically the result was not significant for any of
the Body Mass Index. Conclusion: This study found that there is positive and non - statistical
significant correlation of Six minute walk distance (6MWD) with BMI in Group A and
Group C. There is negative and statistically non - significant correlation was found between
6MWD and Group B.
KEY WORDS: Six minute walk test distance, Body mass index, Rate of perceived exertion.
INTRODUCTION
Our country is facing dual burden of underweight and overweight.[1] Approximately 43-48%
of Indian man and woman of 15 - 45 years of age group are facing this dual burden, out of
which 30-36% people are underweight and 9-13% people are overweight.[1] Underweight due
to under-nourishment is most common problem in developing countries and it is burning
issue in our country.[2.3] Though underweight is commonly seen in rural areas, it is not
uncommon in urban areas.
India is a diverse country, and many states in India are passing through an epidemiological
health transition with high rates of urbanization. Urbanization has led to economic
improvement, the consequences of which are increased food consumption, tobacco-use, and
decreased physical activity. One of the effects of this economic transition is a shift in the
disease spectrum from communicable to non-communicable diseases (NCDs).[4] NCDs,
especially cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, and stroke, have emerged as a major
public-health problem in India. The morbidity and mortality in most productive phase of life
is posing serious challenges to Indian society and economy.[5] Some modifiable risk factors
for the NCDs which were declared by WHO via Global Health Observatory are tobacco use,
physical inactivity, unhealthy diet, and the harmful use of alcohol that lead to four key
metabolic/physiological changes like raised blood pressure, overweight/obesity, raised blood
glucose and raised cholesterol.
The prevalence of overweight and obesity is escalating rapidly worldwide. Some scientists
concluded that obesity has already reached epidemic proportion in developed countries and
their observation is that the developing world might fall into its grip very soon.[6]
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Overweight is a problem of increasing prevalence in different age groups that may lead to
many health problems in later life. It is becoming a serious problem which might be due to
poor eating habits and sedentary lifestyle. Overweight population are at a risk for health
problems that can follow them into adulthood, such as type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure,
asthma, high blood lipids, sleep apnea, orthopedic problems and reduced functional capacity.
The assessment of functional capacity reflects the ability to perform activities of daily living
that require sustained aerobic metabolism. The integrated efforts and health of the pulmonary,
cardiovascular, and skeletal muscle systems dictate an individual’s capacity. Numerous
investigations have demonstrated that the assessment of functional capacity provides
important diagnostic and prognostic information in a wide variety of clinical and research
settings.[7]
The individual response to exercise is an important clinical assessment tool because it
provides a composite assessment of respiratory, cardiac, and metabolic system. Several
maximal and submaximal tests are used for assessing cardiopulmonary function. The current
gold standard for assessing one’s aerobic exercise response is the maximum incremental
cardiopulmonary exercise test performed at maximal levels of exertion. It puts more loads on
physiological systems of human body and may pace externally.
The level of exertion may decide the intensity of any physical activity.
The measurement of maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max) can be measured directly. But its
indirect measurement during the maximal exercise test continues to be a gold standard for
determining the cardio vascular fitness. As there are numbers of limitations to directly
measuring VO2max. these limitations includes logistical issues (eg., cost, time, staffing).
However, most daily activities are performed at submaximal level of exertion; thus, using
submaximal functional tests would be a more realistic simulation of one’s physical
capability.[8]
Assessment of functional exercise capacity has gained importance in evaluation of patients in
various disease states. Timed walking tests are widely used to evaluate functional exercise
performance. The ability to walk for a distance is a quick, easy, and inexpensive way to
assess the physical function of an individual. It is also an important component of quality of
life as it reflects the ability to undertake day-to-day activities.[9]
www.wjpr.net
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These simple tests require minimal equipment and within their limitations, provide valuable
information about general exercise capacity and measure therapeutic changes.
Patients with cardiac and pulmonary diseases often present with limited activity level and
exercise capacity, walk test is typically performed as a means of evaluating functional status,
monitoring treatment effectiveness and establishing prognosis. A 12-minute performance test
was then developed to evaluate the physical fitness of healthy individuals.[10]
This test was subsequently modified for use in patients with chronic bronchitis.[11] To allow
patients with respiratory diseases for whom walking a 12-minute distance was too
demanding, a shortened version of 6 minutes, was found to provide comparable clinical
information.[12]
According to the American Thoracic Society Guidelines for Six Minute walk test age,
gender, height, and weight can affect 6-minute walk distance independently. So while
measuring the distance these things should be considered and taken into account. Some
studies suggest the relation with height, weight.[13, 14, 15]
Whenever using any diagnostic tests, it should compare with normal population with specific
demographics. That can give an idea about how much disparity is present in patients
compared to age and gender matched normal population.
AIM
To find the association of different body mass index with six minute walk distance in healthy
young individuals.
MATERIALS AND METHODOOGY
Normal health is state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity.[16] Young is considered as 18 to 24 year old male & female
according to standard provisional classification for age.[17]
The 6-minute walk test has been frequently used to measure outcomes before and after
treatment in patients with moderate to severe heart and lung diseases. It has also been used to
measure cardiopulmonary functional status and in epidemiologic research. The distance
covered in 6 minutes (6 MWD) has been shown to accurately predict morbidity and mortality
from cardiopulmonary diseases.[18]
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Previous studies involving children using 6-minute walk test were performed in groups of
diseased patients with physical dysfunction.[19,

20, 21, 22]

Even it is known to reliable for

physically disabled population.[23]
The test is used in many kinds of population and for the different ages and with different
anthropometry values.[13, 14]
The Body Mass Index (BMI), or Quetelet Index, is a statistical measurement which compares
weight and height. Though it does not actually measure the percentage of body fat, it may be
a useful tool to estimate the healthy body weight based on height of a person. Due to its ease
of measurement and calculation, it is the most widely used diagnostic tool to identify amount
of body mass within a population including: underweight, overweight and obese.

The

formula is universally used in produced a unit of measure of kg/m2.[24]

CLASSIFICATION
UNDER WEIGHT
NORMAL RANGE
PREOBESE
OBESE CLASS 1
OBESE CLASS 2
OBESE CLASS 3

International classification of
WHO, 2000[25]
BMI (Kg/m2)
<18.5
18.5-24.5
25-29.9
30-34.9
35-39.9
≥40

Asian classification
of WPRO, 2000[26]
BMI (Kg/m2)
<18.5
18.5-22.9
23-24.9
25-29.9
≥30

According to Current Comments by the American College of Sports Medicine “Rate of
perceived exertion” is a psychophysiological scale, meaning it calls on the mind and body to
rate one’s perception of effort. It measures feelings of effort, strain, discomfort, and/or
fatigue experienced during both aerobic and resistance training. One’s perception of physical
exertion is a subjective assessment that incorporates in formation from the internal and
external environment of the body. The greater the frequency of these signals, the more
intense is the perceptions of physical exertion.
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Rating of Perceived Exertion: The Borg’s RPE scaleSS.[27]
6 No exertion at all
7
8 Extremely light
9 Very light
10
11 light
12
13 somewhat hard
14
15 hard (heavy)
16
17 very hard
18
19 extremely hard
20 maximal exertion
This Cross sectional study was conducted in the physiotherapy department of municipal
hospital, Ahmedabad. Single session of the study was conducted over period of 4 months.
Minimum sample size required for this study was calculated to be 24 subjects in each group
according to 80% power of study.
Sample size was obtained using following formula.[28]
n = (σ /∆) 2 (Zα+Zß) 2
Where σ = standard deviation, ∆=critically evaluable difference, Zα =level of significance,
Zß = power of study.
According to pilot study the 6 MWD of underweight and overweight was taken in account to
calculate sample size.
The 6 MWD in underweight was 674.29 ± 54.99 meters and 6 MWD in overweight was
624.48 ± 85.66 meters.
So, n = (85.66 / 49.81)2 (7.84)
= 23.18
= 24
So, minimum sample size required for this study was calculated to be 24 subjects in each
group according to 80% power of study.
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Total of 75 subjects were taken.
Purposive sampling was used. The young healthy individuals from Ahmedabad community
who met with our selection criteria and who were willing to participate in the study, they
were offered the opportunity to participate in the study.
o

INCLUSION CRITERIA



Healthy young adults



Age: 15 to 24 years.



Willing to provide informed consent



Medically fit for testing procedure.

o

EXCLUSION CRITERIA



Presence of any musculoskeletal, neuromuscular and cardiovascular problems which

significantly decrease walking performance.


Other significant clinical condition which could aggravated with physical function.



Other significant physical daily acidities (i.e. yoga, aerobics, pranayama, gym

activity, etc.) – that significantly can improve physical function.
Six minute walk distance (6 MWD) was taken as an outcome measure.
Ethical approval was obtained from the Institutional review board of General Hospital,
Ahmedabad prior to the study. Those who fulfilled the inclusion criteria were included in the
study. Whole procedure was explained to the participants. Written informed consent was
obtained prior to the participation from all the subjects.


According to BMI subjects were divided into three groups.
Group A
Group B
Group C

Normal
Underweight
Overweight

RESULT
In this study, the correlation test Bivariate analysis was used to analyze association of Six
Minute Walk Distance with different Body Mass Index. Level of significance was kept at 5%.
The following are the pie charts showing females and males distribution in different groups.
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Table - 1: Demographic data of subjects.
(Mean ± Standard Deviation).
Variables
Age (in years)
Height (in meters)
Weight (in Kilograms)
BMI (in Kg/m2)

Group A (n=25)
Females
Males
(11)
(14)
20.72 ± 2.170
1.70 ± 0.1024
59.5 ± 8.640
20.2847 ± 1.221

Group B (n=25)
Females
Males
(14)
(11)
21.04 ± 2.071
1.645 ± 0.078
45.68 ± 4.828
16.8846 ± 1.3624

Group C (n=25)
Females
Males
(13)
(12)
21.08 ± 1.7776
1.6436 ± 0.0976
65.28 ± 8.9420
24.0439 ± 0.8080

Table - 2: 6MWD in different group.
Groups
Group A
Group B
Group C

(in meters)
645.2716 ± 61.9864S
630.2376 ± 64.2090
618.6632 ± 60.3366

Table – 3: For Correlation of 6MWD with BMI.
Groups
Group A
Group B
Group C

Correlation Coefficient
0.237
-0.188
0.222

Interpretation
Positive
Negative
Positive

Significance Level
0.254
0.369
0.287

Interpretation
Not Significant
Non-Significant
Non-Significant

DISSCUSSION
The present study was conducted to find association of 6MWD with different BMI (Normal,
Under and Overweight) and gender in healthy young adults with mean age of 20.72 ± 2.170
years in Group A, 21.04 ± 2.071years in Group B and 21.08 ± 1.777years in Group C. The
mean 6MWD by subjects of Group A was 645.27 ± 61.986 meters, of Group B was 630.23 ±
64.209 meters and of Group C was 618.66 ± 60.336 meters.
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The demographic characteristics of subjects in all three groups were similar. There were 25
subjects in all three groups.
In Group A 6MWD had statistically non-significant positive correlation with BMI (as
correlation coefficient = 0.237 and p = 0.254) i.e., when BMI is increasing the 6MWD is
increasing.
In Group B 6MWD had statistically non-significant negative correlation with BMI (as
correlation coefficient = -0.188 and p = 0.369), i.e., when BMI is increasing the 6MWD is
decreasing.
In Group C 6MWD had statistically non-significant positive correlation with BMI (as
correlation coefficient = 0.222and p = 0.287), i.e., when BMI is increasing the distance
covered is decreasing.
This might be due to the age that affects the physical parameters of individual. Younger
subjects may be more motivated and anyways having more energy reserve than that of the
elderly.
This study is in accordance with the study by Andrea L et al.[29] entitling the influence of the
body mass index on self-report and performance-based measure of physical function in adult
women. They concluded that women with severe obesity were most impaired. Adult women
with less severe obesity also demonstrated significant decrements in physical function
compare to normal and overweight women. Also conclude that Normal weight and
Overweight shows similar physical function.
Body mass index appeared to have an influence on perception of functional abilities. The
discrepancy between perception and ability may have resulted from greater perceived effort,
the influence of symptoms such as pain, and/or lower physical activity level in the obese. [28,
30, 31, 32]

A study by J. Błaszczyk et al., shows Impact of excess of body weight on walking at the
preferred speed and they showed that subjects from every experimental groups walked with a
very similar speed (1.08 ± 0.2 m/s) and cadence (106 ± 10 steps/min). Their stance time was
not affected by body weight. The temporal stride characteristics and the stance-to-swing ratio
were substantially modified in obese individuals due to attenuation of the swing time. As a
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consequence, phases of stride: the stance and the double support were relatively longer.
While the swing time negatively correlated with the body mass index (BMI), while the
normalized stance and the double support exhibited strong positive correlation (r=0.46) with
the BMI. The increase of leg swing velocity seems the main and unique adaptation
mechanism that is utilized in the preferred walking gait in obese women.[33]
Sahar A. et al., studied on Gait Parameters in Children with Different Weight Abnormalities
with two hundred children with four weight categories of underweight, normal, overweight
and obese, and found out that the obese children walked little distance with significantly
slower gait speed by taking shorter steps with decrease in average step cycle than the other
subjects when compared to normal weight children. While the results of the underweight
children were better than the other groups but still less than the normal weight group.[34]
Body mass index, body composition may be used as a measure of risk factor for physical
functioning was evaluated by Jean W. et al., showed that Fat mass seems to be a more
important factor than appendicular muscle mass in determining walking speed in communityliving older adults, even after adjusting for BMI which was measured with gold standard
technique.[35]
The other study by Geiger R. et al.[36] also supports this result. They studied on Six-Minute
Walk Distance in Overweight Children and Adolescents for seeing the effect of weight
reduction program and found out that the exercise program is helpful to reduce weight and
significant increase in 6MWD suggesting the improved physical capacity in them. The
probable reason for this may be decreased metabolic demand for walking and enhanced
physical fitness.
Iwama A. M. et al., studied on The 6MWT and body weight-walk distance product in healthy
Brazilian subjects shows 6MWD and 6MWw variances were adequately explained by
demographic and anthropometric attributes. Also mentioned Age, height, BMI, and gender
significantly influenced the 6MWD.[37]
The model used by Enright and Sherrill[13] has demonstrated significance by correlating the
body mass index with the distance covered. Troosters and colleagues,[38] have explained the
variability of the walked distance as a consequence of the variation in weight and height as
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well as in sex and age. These observations suggest that weight and height should be taken
into account when the test results of different individuals are compared.
CLINICAL IMPLICATION
The six minute walk test gives the important information about one’s functional capacity. It is
safer, easier to administer, better tolerated, and better reflects activities of daily living than
other walk tests.
The result of present study suggests that while performing and comparing the test the
demographics, i.e., height and weight, and gender should be taken into consideration. As the
distance walked during six minute walk test may alter with alteration of these variables.
LIMITATIONS
Daily activity level was not taken into consideration, though the subjects who were
performing daily strenuous physical activities (like gym, yoga, pranayama, etc) were
excluded. Age-range was smaller so the generalizability cannot be done to larger population.
With Body mass index, the fat free mass of the body cannot be measured – which was not
gold standard.
FUTURE STUDIES
The same study can be carried out with selecting subjects on bases of their daily activities
level. Different obesity classes can be taken into account. Higher age-ranges can be taken.
Body fat analyzer can be used to measure fat free mass.
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